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c s lewis moving theological work in which he considers the most poetic portions from scripture and

what they tell us about god the bible and faith brilliant commentary on the most cherished book of the

bible no description available this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and

is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original

artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright

references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries

around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states

of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this

work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of
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a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc

scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and

made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and

thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant here is a book

about the psalms which are the devotional center of the bible adored by not only the people of israel

but by new testament believers generally the psalms are grouped into five books each of which has a

central theme these divisions are preceded by an outline and analysis of the psalms as to content and

purpose while each of the psalms are analyzed in turn they are also examined as they relate to their

grouping it is this synthetic approach which will make it particularly valuable to all students of the bible

to facilitate the study of the psalms the complete text of each psalm has been printed preceding its

own analysis dr morgan has long been recognized as one of the great bible expositors of modern

times and this book deserves a worthy place alongside his other works the psalms language for all

seasons of the soul brings together essays from eighteen old testament scholars discussing the latest
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in psalms scholarship and applying exegetical insights to the life of faith these essays explore the full

range of emotion expressed in the psalms from elation to distress while weaving together observations

from biblical scholarship and theology the reader will gain valuable insights into how the psalms speak

to his or her soul the book is divided into five sections that give an overview of psalms studies in the

21st century discuss psalms of praise explore psalms of lament look at the big picture of the psalter as

a book present sermons on the psalms that are models of evangelical engagement with the text a

select bibliography for psalms study is included at the end of the book this book is written to reawaken

awareness of both the beauty of the psalms and their ability to speak with relevance to our

contemporary culture a generation in danger of losing the psalmist s voice it is written for those who

may have felt marginalized by church or society whether from loss tragedy illness or misuse of power

may this generation hear the voice of the psalmist pointing them to a god who desires honest

expression who comes close to listen to their cries and points them to a deeper understanding of who

he is and how he loves may the words of the psalmist lead them out of isolation and into authentic
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community the author s approach to the psalms begins with recognition of the intertwining of imagery

with the literary structure of the poetry found in the psalms the imagery in the psalms comes from an

earthy connection of the psalmist with the land of scripture understanding the imagery allows the

reader to see the psalms and receive the message it deepens the relevance of the psalms to speak

into the myriad contexts in our present day multi cultural world recognition of the religious and social

dynamics of ancient israelite life such as kingship zion as a place of god s presence and the covenant

relationship of a people with their god provide further clues to understanding the message of the

psalms along with the rich imagery present in the psalms this book explores the literary structure of the

poetry in the psalms recognition of key characteristics of hebrew poetry allows the words to sing in

every psalm a vivid echo of ancient voices resounds building century upon century of expression

reaching into the present if one reads carefully the melodies and message can be heard the music of

the psalms breathe with life and relevance psalms are filled with movement to hope and praise yet

they address the reality that life at times hurts the psalmist gives honest voice to pain and affirms god
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s presence in the darkest moments of life this book explores the importance of lament both individually

and in community as a vehicle to healing and a deeper understanding of god s care the book closes

with an examination of five select psalms that are representative of different types of psalms found in

the psalter they were chosen because of personal relevance through imagery structure and voice the

psalms convey movement from honest expression to hope hope leads to thanksgiving praise resounds

because of who god is and how he cares in a fresh approach to the book of psalms mccann reads

them in the context of their final shape and canonical form he interprets the psalms in their identity as

scripture as well as in their character as songs prayers and poetry from israel s history a solid

balanced and helpful introduction to the book of psalms patrick d miller princeton theologial seminary

the first of a three volume commentary on the book of psalms in the baker commentary on the old

testament wisdom and psalms series following in the footsteps of the bestselling reflections for daily

prayer this special undated companion provides insightful commentary on the psalms as they are

arranged in the common worship psalter some of the most outstanding writers from across the
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anglican church offer insightful informed and inspiring reflections on all 150 psalms spurgeon called

this work the treasury of david and it truly is a treasure that is filled with jewels gems and nuggets of

gold from the book of psalms in many ways this is spurgeon s magnum opus his wife susannah said

that if her husband had never written any other work his writings on the psalms would have become a

permanent the psalms possess an enduring fascination for us for frankness directness intensity and

intimacy they are unrivaled in all of scripture somehow the psalmists seem to have anticipated all our

awe desires and frustrations no wonder christians have used the psalms in worship from the earliest

times to the present yet the psalms cause us difficulties when we look at them closely their poetry is

unfamiliar in form many images they use are foreign to us today and the psalmists sometimes express

thoughts that seem unworthy of scripture tremper longman gives us the kind of help we need to

overcome the distance between the psalmists world and ours he explains the various kinds of psalms

the way they were used in hebrew worship and their relationship to the rest of the old testament then

he looks at how christians can appropriate their message and insights today turning to the art of old
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testament poetry he explains the use of parallelism and imagery step by step suggestions for

interpretating the psalms on our own are followed by exercises for further study and reflection also

included is a helpful guide to commentaries on the psalms here is a book for all those who long to

better understand these mirrors of the soul this scholarly study of the psalms retains its rigor while

focusing particularly on the pastoral use of the psalms looking at how they may function as voices of

faith in the actual life of the believing community in these turbulent times we need a strong anchor this

one year devotional invites you to explore the anchoring wisdom of the psalms lovingly amplified

through the insights of a spiritual giant charles spurgeon written over a span of twenty years his multi

volume commentary the treasury of david is the basis for these daily meditations far from shallow

sentimentalism spurgeon leads us into a greater understanding of the important biblical truths of the

christian faith he also draws us deeper into the psalmists interior lives spurgeon s own physical and

emotional suffering heightened his awareness of the psalmists personal struggles prayers and ultimate

dependence on the father never pulling us to despair spurgeon rather lifts our eyes to see how god
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works in our world and through his people through these reflections on the psalms spurgeon invites us

into a growing relationship with jesus christ an unswerving commitment to the church an increasing

love for a hurting world and living for god s glory start your days with this devotional guide and you will

be oft reminded that we may have weeping in the night but joy comes in the morning spurgeon called

this work the treasury of david and it truly is a treasury that is filled with jewels gems and nuggets of

gold from the book of psalms in many ways this is spurgeon s magnum opus his wife susannah said

that if her husband had never written any other work his writings on the psalms would have become a

permanent literary memorial to him this is the fourth volume in a six book series senior editor beverlee

chadwick has sensitively updated and revised this pure gold classic for the modern reader as you will

see spurgeon delighted in his study of the psalms and it was his desire that readers would search the

psalms further for themselves reading this book leads one right into the heart of god no description

available the psalms have been a source of spiritual help to believers throughout history our modern

world may be radically different from the world of the psalmists yet as you read the psalms you will
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discover that the same spiritual difficulties that they faced are faced by us today in addition to helping

believers respond to difficult situations the psalms provide valuable insights into the character of a

covenant god who is committed to blessing and preserving his people as they travel to heaven allan

harman doesn t just expond the psalms with simple profundity he also provides an extensive

introduction which looks at the origin and function of the psalms in the religious life of israel and then

details their relevance for christians today back cover this work has been selected by scholars as

being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in

the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states

you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the

body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved

reproduced and made generally available to the public to ensure a quality reading experience this work

has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical

elements with text in an easy to read typeface we appreciate your support of the preservation process
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and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant the mystical

interpretation of holy scripture has fallen so completely into abeyance with us that it is no unusual thing

to hear authors like bishop horne who barely entered on it called fanciful and crotchety in virtue of

those partial attempts i know that very much in the following pages will appear beyond measure wild

and unreal to persons who are not used to primitive and mediæval commentators to those who are i

would merely state that not one single mystical interpretation through the present commentary is

original and if i may venture on the term that fact constitutes its chief value in this first volume of a

three volume commentary on the book of psalms john goldingay a creative and respected old

testament scholar considers literary historical and grammatical dimensions of the text as well as

theological implications goldingay writes with a scholar s eye and a pastor s heart the resulting

commentary will bring the psalms to life for a new generation of pastors and students in addition to the

commentary on psalms 1 41 this volume contains goldingay s introduction to the entire book of psalms

also included is an extensive glossary section treating the vocabulary of psalms 1 41 which notes how
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certain words are used to convey critical concepts this is the third volume in the baker commentary on

the old testament wisdom and psalms series unlike some other reproductions of classic texts 1 we

have not used ocr optical character recognition as this leads to bad quality books with introduced typos

2 in books where there are images such as portraits maps sketches etc we have endeavoured to keep

the quality of these images so they represent accurately the original artefact although occasionally

there may be certain imperfections with these old texts we feel they deserve to be made available for

future generations to enjoy the book of psalms even if it is properly speaking the third part of the old

testament as our lord says in luke 24 44 all things must needs be fulfilled which are written in the law

of moses and in the prophets and in the psalms concerning me nevertheless is also a sort of

summation or as it were a compendium of all of sacred scripture for the book of psalms contains

accounts from sacred history as is evident from psalms 77 103 104 and others it contains many very

plain prophetic oracles as is evident from psalms 2 21 44 60 and others it contains laws and precepts

as is evident in psalm 118 it contains hagiographa in almost all the psalms that is exhortations to virtue
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discouragement from vice threats promises examples remedies for vices divine praises prayers to god

in short a complete natural moral and supernatural theology aeterna press remarkably enough there is

a scarcity of modern commentaries on the psalms for the more general reader though after the

gospels they are probably the most widely read part of the bible no one is more qualified to write on

the psalms than john eaton he is a distinguished old testament scholar and has spent a lifetime

studying the psalms this commentary is addressed to the wide readership there is a long and highly

readable introduction giving a background to the psalms then follow the 150 psalms each in eaton s

translation he explains the background to the psalms and their content in a way that makes them

interesting and relevant to the present the discussion of each psalm ends with a related christian

prayer either from the tradition or written by eaton himself john eaton is recognized as one of the world

s leading experts on psalms this commentary is the culmination of his life s work john eaton lectured in

old testament at the university of birmingham until his retirement he is the author of many books

especially on aspects of the psalms excerpt from commentary on the psalms vol 3 the psalmist prays
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for help on behalf of the oppressed church particularly on behalf of joseph and benjamin ver 1 3 and

describes in mournful language their oppression in ver 4 7 in ver 8 13 israel appears under the image

of a vine tree which at first is carefully attended to and had spread forth luxuriantly but now had

become altogether destroyed in ver 14 19 the psalmist prays that god would again take this vine tree

under his gracious protection ver 1 7 are evidently to be considered as an introduction and the

individual character of the psalm is to be found in the figure of the vine tree about the publisher

forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at

forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses

state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst

repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a

blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of

imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of

such historical works



Reflections on the Psalms 2020-03-19

c s lewis moving theological work in which he considers the most poetic portions from scripture and

what they tell us about god the bible and faith

A Commentary on the Psalms 2000-07

brilliant commentary on the most cherished book of the bible

Commentary on the Psalms, Psalms 1-72 2019-03

no description available



Commentary on the Psalms, Psalms I-L 1846

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge

base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as

true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library

stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and

other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and

possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity

individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact

this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we

concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to

the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an

important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant



Commentary on the Psalms 1965

here is a book about the psalms which are the devotional center of the bible adored by not only the

people of israel but by new testament believers generally the psalms are grouped into five books each

of which has a central theme these divisions are preceded by an outline and analysis of the psalms as

to content and purpose while each of the psalms are analyzed in turn they are also examined as they

relate to their grouping it is this synthetic approach which will make it particularly valuable to all

students of the bible to facilitate the study of the psalms the complete text of each psalm has been

printed preceding its own analysis dr morgan has long been recognized as one of the great bible

expositors of modern times and this book deserves a worthy place alongside his other works



A Commentary on the Psalms 1869

the psalms language for all seasons of the soul brings together essays from eighteen old testament

scholars discussing the latest in psalms scholarship and applying exegetical insights to the life of faith

these essays explore the full range of emotion expressed in the psalms from elation to distress while

weaving together observations from biblical scholarship and theology the reader will gain valuable

insights into how the psalms speak to his or her soul the book is divided into five sections that give an

overview of psalms studies in the 21st century discuss psalms of praise explore psalms of lament look

at the big picture of the psalter as a book present sermons on the psalms that are models of

evangelical engagement with the text a select bibliography for psalms study is included at the end of

the book



A Commentary on the Psalms 1883

this book is written to reawaken awareness of both the beauty of the psalms and their ability to speak

with relevance to our contemporary culture a generation in danger of losing the psalmist s voice it is

written for those who may have felt marginalized by church or society whether from loss tragedy illness

or misuse of power may this generation hear the voice of the psalmist pointing them to a god who

desires honest expression who comes close to listen to their cries and points them to a deeper

understanding of who he is and how he loves may the words of the psalmist lead them out of isolation

and into authentic community the author s approach to the psalms begins with recognition of the

intertwining of imagery with the literary structure of the poetry found in the psalms the imagery in the

psalms comes from an earthy connection of the psalmist with the land of scripture understanding the

imagery allows the reader to see the psalms and receive the message it deepens the relevance of the

psalms to speak into the myriad contexts in our present day multi cultural world recognition of the



religious and social dynamics of ancient israelite life such as kingship zion as a place of god s

presence and the covenant relationship of a people with their god provide further clues to

understanding the message of the psalms along with the rich imagery present in the psalms this book

explores the literary structure of the poetry in the psalms recognition of key characteristics of hebrew

poetry allows the words to sing in every psalm a vivid echo of ancient voices resounds building century

upon century of expression reaching into the present if one reads carefully the melodies and message

can be heard the music of the psalms breathe with life and relevance psalms are filled with movement

to hope and praise yet they address the reality that life at times hurts the psalmist gives honest voice

to pain and affirms god s presence in the darkest moments of life this book explores the importance of

lament both individually and in community as a vehicle to healing and a deeper understanding of god s

care the book closes with an examination of five select psalms that are representative of different

types of psalms found in the psalter they were chosen because of personal relevance through imagery

structure and voice the psalms convey movement from honest expression to hope hope leads to



thanksgiving praise resounds because of who god is and how he cares

A Commentary on the Psalms 2010-04-01

in a fresh approach to the book of psalms mccann reads them in the context of their final shape and

canonical form he interprets the psalms in their identity as scripture as well as in their character as

songs prayers and poetry from israel s history a solid balanced and helpful introduction to the book of

psalms patrick d miller princeton theologial seminary

Notes on the Psalms 1887

the first of a three volume commentary on the book of psalms in the baker commentary on the old

testament wisdom and psalms series



A Commentary on the Psalms 2013-10-01

following in the footsteps of the bestselling reflections for daily prayer this special undated companion

provides insightful commentary on the psalms as they are arranged in the common worship psalter

some of the most outstanding writers from across the anglican church offer insightful informed and

inspiring reflections on all 150 psalms

The Psalms 2019-08-06

spurgeon called this work the treasury of david and it truly is a treasure that is filled with jewels gems

and nuggets of gold from the book of psalms in many ways this is spurgeon s magnum opus his wife

susannah said that if her husband had never written any other work his writings on the psalms would

have become a permanent



A God Who Comes Near 1975

the psalms possess an enduring fascination for us for frankness directness intensity and intimacy they

are unrivaled in all of scripture somehow the psalmists seem to have anticipated all our awe desires

and frustrations no wonder christians have used the psalms in worship from the earliest times to the

present yet the psalms cause us difficulties when we look at them closely their poetry is unfamiliar in

form many images they use are foreign to us today and the psalmists sometimes express thoughts

that seem unworthy of scripture tremper longman gives us the kind of help we need to overcome the

distance between the psalmists world and ours he explains the various kinds of psalms the way they

were used in hebrew worship and their relationship to the rest of the old testament then he looks at

how christians can appropriate their message and insights today turning to the art of old testament

poetry he explains the use of parallelism and imagery step by step suggestions for interpretating the

psalms on our own are followed by exercises for further study and reflection also included is a helpful



guide to commentaries on the psalms here is a book for all those who long to better understand these

mirrors of the soul

The Book of Praise 1881

this scholarly study of the psalms retains its rigor while focusing particularly on the pastoral use of the

psalms looking at how they may function as voices of faith in the actual life of the believing community

Commentary on the Psalms 1993

in these turbulent times we need a strong anchor this one year devotional invites you to explore the

anchoring wisdom of the psalms lovingly amplified through the insights of a spiritual giant charles

spurgeon written over a span of twenty years his multi volume commentary the treasury of david is the

basis for these daily meditations far from shallow sentimentalism spurgeon leads us into a greater



understanding of the important biblical truths of the christian faith he also draws us deeper into the

psalmists interior lives spurgeon s own physical and emotional suffering heightened his awareness of

the psalmists personal struggles prayers and ultimate dependence on the father never pulling us to

despair spurgeon rather lifts our eyes to see how god works in our world and through his people

through these reflections on the psalms spurgeon invites us into a growing relationship with jesus

christ an unswerving commitment to the church an increasing love for a hurting world and living for

god s glory start your days with this devotional guide and you will be oft reminded that we may have

weeping in the night but joy comes in the morning

A Theological Introduction to the Book of Psalms 2006-11

spurgeon called this work the treasury of david and it truly is a treasury that is filled with jewels gems

and nuggets of gold from the book of psalms in many ways this is spurgeon s magnum opus his wife

susannah said that if her husband had never written any other work his writings on the psalms would



have become a permanent literary memorial to him this is the fourth volume in a six book series senior

editor beverlee chadwick has sensitively updated and revised this pure gold classic for the modern

reader as you will see spurgeon delighted in his study of the psalms and it was his desire that readers

would search the psalms further for themselves reading this book leads one right into the heart of god

Psalms 2015-05-07

no description available

Reflections on the Psalms 1953

the psalms have been a source of spiritual help to believers throughout history our modern world may

be radically different from the world of the psalmists yet as you read the psalms you will discover that

the same spiritual difficulties that they faced are faced by us today in addition to helping believers



respond to difficult situations the psalms provide valuable insights into the character of a covenant god

who is committed to blessing and preserving his people as they travel to heaven allan harman doesn t

just expond the psalms with simple profundity he also provides an extensive introduction which looks

at the origin and function of the psalms in the religious life of israel and then details their relevance for

christians today back cover

Reflections on the Psalms 2015-02-10

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge

base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and

possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity

individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that

this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public

to ensure a quality reading experience this work has been proofread and republished using a format



that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy to read typeface we

appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of

keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Spurgeon On The Psalms: Book Two 1819

the mystical interpretation of holy scripture has fallen so completely into abeyance with us that it is no

unusual thing to hear authors like bishop horne who barely entered on it called fanciful and crotchety

in virtue of those partial attempts i know that very much in the following pages will appear beyond

measure wild and unreal to persons who are not used to primitive and mediæval commentators to

those who are i would merely state that not one single mystical interpretation through the present

commentary is original and if i may venture on the term that fact constitutes its chief value



A Commentary on the Psalms Called the Psalms of Degrees

2009-09-20

in this first volume of a three volume commentary on the book of psalms john goldingay a creative and

respected old testament scholar considers literary historical and grammatical dimensions of the text as

well as theological implications goldingay writes with a scholar s eye and a pastor s heart the resulting

commentary will bring the psalms to life for a new generation of pastors and students in addition to the

commentary on psalms 1 41 this volume contains goldingay s introduction to the entire book of psalms

also included is an extensive glossary section treating the vocabulary of psalms 1 41 which notes how

certain words are used to convey critical concepts this is the third volume in the baker commentary on

the old testament wisdom and psalms series



How to Read the Psalms 1884

unlike some other reproductions of classic texts 1 we have not used ocr optical character recognition

as this leads to bad quality books with introduced typos 2 in books where there are images such as

portraits maps sketches etc we have endeavoured to keep the quality of these images so they

represent accurately the original artefact although occasionally there may be certain imperfections with

these old texts we feel they deserve to be made available for future generations to enjoy

A Commentary on the Psalms 1984

the book of psalms even if it is properly speaking the third part of the old testament as our lord says in

luke 24 44 all things must needs be fulfilled which are written in the law of moses and in the prophets

and in the psalms concerning me nevertheless is also a sort of summation or as it were a

compendium of all of sacred scripture for the book of psalms contains accounts from sacred history as



is evident from psalms 77 103 104 and others it contains many very plain prophetic oracles as is

evident from psalms 2 21 44 60 and others it contains laws and precepts as is evident in psalm 118 it

contains hagiographa in almost all the psalms that is exhortations to virtue discouragement from vice

threats promises examples remedies for vices divine praises prayers to god in short a complete natural

moral and supernatural theology aeterna press

The Message of the Psalms 2021-06-18

remarkably enough there is a scarcity of modern commentaries on the psalms for the more general

reader though after the gospels they are probably the most widely read part of the bible no one is

more qualified to write on the psalms than john eaton he is a distinguished old testament scholar and

has spent a lifetime studying the psalms this commentary is addressed to the wide readership there is

a long and highly readable introduction giving a background to the psalms then follow the 150 psalms

each in eaton s translation he explains the background to the psalms and their content in a way that



makes them interesting and relevant to the present the discussion of each psalm ends with a related

christian prayer either from the tradition or written by eaton himself john eaton is recognized as one of

the world s leading experts on psalms this commentary is the culmination of his life s work john eaton

lectured in old testament at the university of birmingham until his retirement he is the author of many

books especially on aspects of the psalms

The Psalms for Everyday Living 2017-01-10

excerpt from commentary on the psalms vol 3 the psalmist prays for help on behalf of the oppressed

church particularly on behalf of joseph and benjamin ver 1 3 and describes in mournful language their

oppression in ver 4 7 in ver 8 13 israel appears under the image of a vine tree which at first is

carefully attended to and had spread forth luxuriantly but now had become altogether destroyed in ver

14 19 the psalmist prays that god would again take this vine tree under his gracious protection ver 1 7

are evidently to be considered as an introduction and the individual character of the psalm is to be



found in the figure of the vine tree about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of

thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an

important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the

work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare

cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our

edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that

remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

Spurgeon on the Psalms (Book Four) 2000

Theodoret of Cyrus 1946
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